Combined immunization with fusion genes of mutated E7 gene of human papillomavirus type 16 did not enhance antitumor effect.
The E7 oncoprotein of human papillomavirus type 16 (HPV16) is frequently used as a model tumor-associated antigen. Its immunogenicity has been substantially enhanced by fusion with several proteins of various origins and functions. Different mechanisms have been responsible for increased vaccination efficacy of fusion proteins. We linked E7 and its mutated form (E7GGG) with the mouse heat-shock protein 70.1 (HSP70.1). Enhanced immunogenicity of both fusion genes administered via a gene gun was demonstrated by protection of C57BL/6 mice against oncogenic MHC class I positive TC-1 cells producing the HPV16 E7 oncoprotein but not against the MHC class I negative TC-1/A9 subline. To assess if the efficacy of E7-based DNA vaccines could be increased by combination of various fusion genes, we combined the HSP70.1 fusion genes (i.e. E7HSP or E7GGGHSP) with the fusion construct linking E7GGG with targeting signals of lysosome-associated membrane protein 1 (Sig/E7GGG/LAMP-1). Treatment of mice 4 days after TC-1 cell inoculation showed moderately higher immunization potency of HSP70.1 fusion genes in comparison with the Sig/E7GGG/LAMP-1 gene. Any combination of two fusion genes given in the same gene gun shot neither was more effective compared with single genes nor protected mice against TC-1/A9 cells. As fusion of E7GGG with E. coli glucuronidase (E7GGG.GUS) had been previously proven to provide partial protection from TC-1/A9-induced tumors, we also combined E7GGGHSP with E7GGG.GUS. The genes were inoculated either in mix in two gene gun shots or separately each gene in one shot into opposite sides of the abdomen. Neither mode of combined immunization induced higher protection than E7GGG.GUS alone. However, doubling the DNA dose considerably enhanced the antitumor efficacy of E7GGG.GUS. We constructed highly immunogenic fusions of HPV16 E7 and E7GGG with mouse HSP70.1. Furthermore, we substantially enhanced protection against TC-1/A9 cells with downregulated MHC class I expression by doubling the pBSC/E7GGG.GUS dose, but we failed to demonstrate a beneficial effect of any combination of two fusion genes with different mechanisms causing enhancement of HPV16 E7 immunogenicity.